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PREFACE 

The purpose of this technical investigation is to present the findings of the investigation into the 
Control Systems (ATRICS) failure at Sydenham Signal Box which caused significant disruption to 
the railway network on the morning of April 12th, 2011.  

The investigation has been able to identify two separate but related failures at Sydenham Signal 
Box which resulted in signallers being unable to control train movements through their allocated 
control areas. The main failure was of the Sydenham ATRICS as a whole and the second failure 
was a partial failure of the signalling interlocking at Revesby. 

The investigation was conducted between April 12th, 2011 and April 21th, 2011, both inclusive. 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

Due to the significant disruption caused by the incident, an investigation was commenced on the 
morning of the 12th April lead by the RailCorp GM Chief Engineer. 

The Investigation team was tasked with determining the cause of the failure and providing 
recommendations on improvements to both hardware and software to improve the resilience of 
the control system to these types of failures. 

The GM Chief Engineer provides independent assurance to the RailCorp Executive on asset 
issues. This investigation was undertaken using the expertise of the team under the Chief 
Engineer Signals and Control Systems.  

The terms of reference for the investigation are as follows: 

1. Undertake a review of the factual circumstances of the failure,  

2. Conduct an analysis of the cause of the failure and any other contributing factors,  

3. Assess the adequacy and effectiveness of actions taken as a result of the incidents to 
maintain the integrity of the network and restore its operation, 

4. Make appropriate recommendations designed to prevent further failure based on the 
above. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

The investigation team would like to acknowledge the support provided by staff members from 
relevant units in providing evidence and access to material in support of this investigation. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMS 

ATRICS Advanced Train Running Information Control System 

CR Change Report 

CED Chief Engineers Division 

CSD Control System Delivery 

FMECA Failure Mode Effect and Criticality Analysis 

FR Fault Report 

FTA Fault Tree Analysis 

IIMS Incident Information Management System 

LAN Local Area Network 

RCS Rail Control System 

SCSO Signalling Control Systems Operations 

SMP System Management Procedure 

SMT System Management Tool 

SOE Standard Operating Environment 

SSFL South Sydney Freight Line 

TCP-IP Transmission Control Protocol – Internet Protocol 

TD Train Describer 

TLS Train Location Systems 

TDTES Train Describer Timetable Editor System 

UPS Uninterruptable Power Supply 

TVS Train Visibility System 

WAN Wide Area Network 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On the morning of the April 12th, 2011 the ATRICS system located at Sydenham Signal Box 
suffered a failure which resulted in a loss of control for points, routes and controlled signals for 
all areas under the control of the Signal Box. All rail traffic was requested by radio broadcast to 
stop until advised otherwise.  
 
This failure caused significant disruption across approximately 40% of the metropolitan rail 
network. As a consequence of the failure there were 847 trains delayed and 240 trains 
cancelled. The On Time Reporting (OTR) figures for morning and afternoon peak periods were 
75.5% and 67.6% respectively. 
  
An investigation was commenced on the morning of the 12th April to examine the cause of the 
failure and to provide recommendations on improvements to both hardware and software to 
improve the resilience of the control system to these types of failures. 
 
The Advanced Train Running Information Control System (ATRICS) is a fully integrated train 
management system that provides a simple means for a signaller to control a rail network. The 
Sydenham Signal Box uses ATRICS to control a very substantial part of the Metropolitan Rail 
Network covering the following areas: Hurstville, Liverpool, Sefton, Sutherland, Sydenham, 
Sydenham Bankstown, Wardell Road, Wolli Creek, Sutherland and Airport Line 
 
The ATRICS system is a computerised system that utilises a Local Area Network (LAN) and a 
Wide Area Network (WAN) to communicate between the various devices that make up the 
system. The network is protected from other networks in order to prevent external cyber attacks 
such as hacking, virus etc. The Sydenham LAN is made up from a combination of switches, 
routers and firewalls in order to achieve the required availability and integrity. The LAN 
comprises four switches which are connected in a ring topology to provide device and network 
fault tolerance and to be adaptive to network changes. 
 
At 7:36:52 on the 12th April 2011, one of the network switches that forms part of the ATRICS 
LAN at Sydenham (Sydhm_sw1) detected that the adjacent switch was no longer 
communicating. At 7:37:10 the same network switch detected that the new communicating 
switch had resumed communicating. This pattern repeated regularly for sw1 and for other 
switches connected to the network. This pattern indicates that there was not a complete failure 
but that one of the network switches was cycling from a failed to an operational state. As a result 
the Sydenham LAN became caught in a cycle where it was continually trying to reconfigure itself 
to address the changing state of the network.  
 
All external data communication stopped while the Sydenham LAN was trying to reconfigure 
itself. At 07:36:55 due to the disruption across the LAN network, applications on all 22 RCS 
machines started losing data connections and as a consequence controlling panels started 
losing their functionality at 07:38:02. 
 
The faulty network switch was identified by local technical staff. The disaster recovery process 
was initiated at 07:48:03. This involved the staged restart of all signal control servers and 
workstations. The first workstation area became functional at 08:10:15 and full control on all 
workstations was restored at 08:52 with the faulty switch powered off at 08.46. 
 
The Passenger Information system became functional at 09:15, but quite a few platform 
indicators had been blanked to avoid confusing passengers. Full functionality of all platform 
indicators was restored at 16:15.  

An investigation into the incident commenced later that same day. The faulty switch and all logs 
and evidence were quarantined and analysed. During the investigation it was found there were 
two related failures. The first one was the failure of the Sydenham ATRICS network switch and 
the second one was a failure of the Revesby Microlok signalling interlocking.  
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According to available evidence and tests performed it can be concluded that, the trigger for the 
event was the failure of two electrolytic capacitors in the Sydenham LAN switch sydhm_sw2. Due 
to the nature of the capacitor failure, the switch partially failed which placed the whole LAN into 
a partially failed state. 

The root cause of the incident was the failure of the Sydenham LAN however; the major 
contributors to the duration of the outage were the inability of the ATRICS software to manage 
the scenario created by the failure of the LAN, and the slowness of the Sydenham LAN, which are 
still under investigation. 

The root cause of the Revesby failure has been identified as a weakness in the configuration of 
the signalling interlocking at the site. In the configuration that applies at Revesby, there is a 
possibility that under failure conditions, point controls issued by ATRICS may not be executed by 
the interlocking. (The interlocking fails to a safe state preventing movement of trains). 

The investigation identified seven recommendations to improve management and robustness of 
the control system in response to the incident.  

The vulnerability exposed by the incident is an inherent part of the design of the Sydenham LAN 
and ATRICS software. This vulnerability remains in the Sydenham system and priority should be 
given to its mitigation or elimination. 

A summary of the recommendations (detailed on pages 23/24) is as follows: 

• A comprehensive Fault Mode, Effect and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) should be 
undertaken of the Sydenham site and system configuration including the LAN Network 
to identify any other single point failure conditions which could lead to system outages. 

• The resilience of the ATRICS software to automatically recover from network 
disturbances without the need for manual intervention should be addressed as a matter 
of urgency.  

• Engineering Standards should be produced to provide clear guidance in the areas of 
cyclic upgrades and support strategy. 

• The tools and processes for monitoring the system should be reviewed to ensure that 
they are adequate for the management of such a high criticality network. 

• It was noted that the network access during the recovery phase was very slow and 
extended the downtime un-necessarily. It is recommended that a review be undertaken 
to isolate and rectify this issue. 

• The solution to the Revesby problem that has already been implemented at ECRL should 
be implemented at other sites. 

• The System Management Procedures (SMP) should be updated to reflect the actual site 
configuration if different from the approved configuration. 
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FACTUAL CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE FAILURE 

Overview 
The Advanced Train Running Information Control System (ATRICS) is a fully integrated train 
management system that provides a simple means for a signaller to control a rail network. 

The Sydenham Signal Box controls a very substantial part of the Metropolitan Rail Network 
covering the following areas.  

The signal box contains nine control panels to control the area:  

• Hurstville Panel, 

• Liverpool Panel, 

• Sefton Panel, 

• Sutherland Panel, 

• Sydenham Panel, 

• Sydenham Bankstown Panel, 

• Wardell Road Panel, 

• Wolli Creek Panel, 

• Sutherland Panel. 

• Airport Line 

During the failure the following delays and cancellations were attributed to the incident: 
 

 DelayedDelayedDelayedDelayed    CancelledCancelledCancelledCancelled    

Trains 847 240 

 
The train delays were: 
 

MaxMaxMaxMax    MinMinMinMin    AverageAverageAverageAverage    

174 mins 5 mins 27 mins 

 

Sydenham ATRICS Networking 
Due to the distributed nature of Rail Control Systems (RCS), each Control Centre comprises a 
varying number of RCSs in order to cover their respective control areas. RCSs, workstations, 
loggers and associated systems communicate with each other via a dedicated and isolated Local 
Area Network (LAN). The network is isolated from other networks in order prevent external cyber 
attacks such as hacking, virus etc. Interfaces with other systems are done via firewall 
arrangements. 

 
The Sydenham ATRICS LAN contains four switches, two routers, and two firewalls in order to 
achieve the required availability of the system. Each switch is connected to two routers for 
redundancy. The switches are connected in a ring topology with 1Gbps optical fibre. This 
configuration provides device and network connection fault tolerance, and is adaptive to network 
changes. 
 
Sydenham was originally configured with only 2 switches but outgrew the 48 ports per switch 
capacity as more control systems were added to the signal box. A second pair of switches was 
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subsequently added which also resulted in the introduction of a spanning-tree algorithm to 
manage communication between the switches. The switches are a standard commercial product 
and are organised so that if any switch fails the network can establish a new path to avoid the 
problem using the built in “spanning tree protocol” algorithms. 

 

The factual circumstances of the incident were established from a number of sources of 
information comprising site logs, incident reports, emails and independent investigation.  

Incident Timeline 
The following incident timeline is mainly based on data collected by the incident management 
processes as recorded in the Incident Information Management System (IIMS 30) dated April 
12th, 2011. The timeline is supported from other sources, such as records, site logs, interviews 
and e-mails. 
 
On investigation it was found that the incident comprised two separate failures. One failure was 
due to connectivity issues between the Microlok signalling interlocking at Revesby and the 
ATRICS system and the other was due to the failure of the ATRICS system itself. The Microlok 
related entries are highlighted in the timeline table below, while ATRICS related entries are not. It 
was also noted during the investigation that some errors are contained within the IIMS entries 
which are not supported by the electronic evidence.  

 

TimeTimeTimeTime    SourceSourceSourceSource    EventEventEventEvent    

12 April 2011, Tuesday12 April 2011, Tuesday12 April 2011, Tuesday12 April 2011, Tuesday    

7.36:52 Logs 
Line protocol on sydhm_sw1 Interface Gigabit Ethernet 0/1, changed 
state to down. It indicates that sydhm_sw2 is down 

7:37:31 Logs Sydhm_sw2 is up. 

7:38 IIMS All panels in Sydenham signal box lost power to signals and points.  

7:38 IIMS 
Advanced train running information control systems technician on site at 
Sydenham signal box began to work on the problem. 

7:38 IIMS 

Technician tried to reset network switch ‘B’ within computer room twice 
without success. Technician then attempted to close down ‘B’ side 
computers, and then started closing the applications on the ‘B’ side 
computers. 

7:40 E-mail Maintainer came up to find ATRICS Unit Manager. 

7:42:04 Logs sydhm_sw2 is down. 

7:42:42 Logs sydhm_sw2 is up. 

7:44 E-mail 
VM calls at 7:44am to ask whether my guys are on site yet as part of the 
SSFL commissioning. He indicates that there is an issue on site.  

7:44 IIMS 
Advanced train running information control systems technical staff on 
site at Sydenham signal box began disaster recovery mode. 

7:44:54 Logs sydhm_sw2 is down. 

7:45:33 Logs sydhm_sw2 is up. 
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7:45 E-mail 
Received initial call from JS advising loss of control for the whole of 
Sydenham Signal Box. 

7:47 E-mail 
Call Sydenham SCSO to confirm failure. Was advised failure of network 
switch on the B side with impact of multiple dual sided failures. Recovery 
in progress using ‘Isolation Procedure’.  

7:50 E-mail CSD personnel started to involve with the network problem remotely. 

7:52 SCSO  Kill the B Side of the RCS & Apps and make the A Side the Master 

7:53 IIMS 

Network operations superintendent advised regional operations 
manager and rail management centre that advanced train running 
information control systems technical staff on site at Sydenham signal 
box beginning disaster recovery mode. 

7:55 SCSO  
Disaster Recovery Procedure started ( Shutting down all Apps on RCS on 
B Side) 

8:05 E-mail Sydenham switch 2 was not recovering.  

8:09 E-mail Called VL with update via voice mail. 

8:10 IIMS 
Incident management framework level 2 introduced. First incident 
management framework meeting noted defective network switch, 
Sydenham signalling panels slowly returning back on line. 

8:11 IIMS Meeks Road panel at Sydenham signal box back on line. 

8:12 IIMS 
Network operations superintendent advised shift manager rail 
management centre of work being conduced by advanced train running 
information control systems technical staff. 

8:13 SCSO  SCSO gave notification to RMC. 

8:15 IIMS Incident management framework level 3 introduced. 

8:20 IIMS Wolli Creek panel at Sydenham signal box back on line. 

8:21 IIMS East Hills panel at Sydenham signal box back on line. 

8:22 IIMS 
Network operations superintendent advised shift manager rail 
management centre of panels back on line at Sydenham signal box. 

8:23 IIMS Sutherland panel at Sydenham signal box back on line. 

8:28 SPI Logs 
MNTL & NTSL are back online. MCU stuck at bad state, requires further 
investigation. BNKL, EHLL & ILLL still offline 

8:30 E-mail It is noticed that systems were loading their profiles slowly. 

8:35 IIMS Hurstville panel at Sydenham signal box back on line. 

8:40 E-mail Telnet remotely to sydhm_sw2 but the session would not establish. 

8:45 E-mail 
It is found that the switch sydhm_sw2 was not stable and it was causing 
the network infrastructure to become unstable.  
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08:46:42 Logs sydhm_sw2 is powered down. 

8:48 IIMS Sydenham panel at Sydenham signal box back on line. 

8:50 IIMS Liverpool panel at Sydenham signal box back on line. 

8:52 IIMS 
All panels at Sydenham signal box back on line and functioning as per 
design. 

8:52 IIMS 

52 points at Revesby panel remained in the reverse position and were 
unable to be normalised. 52 points located between Padstow and 
Revesby allowing rail traffic from the down east hills line onto the transit 
road. 

9:00 IIMS Signal electricians on site at Wolli Creek location hut. 

9:02 IIMS 
52 points Revesby required to be clipped and locked in the normal 
position. 

9:05 IIMS 

RY18 home signal and RY24 accepting signal at Revesby failed. RY18 
home signal located at 20.866 kilometres on the up east hills line 
between Revesby and Padstow protecting 54 trailing points. RY24 
accepting signal located at 21.769 kilometres between Panania and 
Revesby on the up east hills line. 

9:11 IIMS 
52 points Revesby clipped and locked in the normal position. Normal 
detection gained for 52 points on the East Hills panel. 

9:12 IIMS 

Regional operations manager on site at Sydenham signal box. Area 
controller East Hills panel advanced trains over 52 points through 
Sydenham via the down east hills line. Signal electrician and network 
operations superintendent south enroute to Sydenham. 

9:15 SPI Logs 
Restarted LSG on SPI-SM-MCU-1. Initially the stepping was slow due to 
the volume of netreports being processed (150-200+) Once the volume 
of net reports reduced, trips started stepping correctly. 

9:18 IIMS Reloading timetable for Sydenham signal box commenced. 

9:30 IIMS 

Output card not illuminating on Microlok. Second incident management 
framework meeting noted that all signalling panels functional except 
Revesby with electrical staff on site. Output card determined to be faulty, 
signal electricians to source new output card. 

10:15 SPI Logs 
All LIC lines still operating in major disruption mode, certain platforms 
have been blanked by the LIC operator through out the network 

10:26 IIMS 
New output card installed and Microlok rebooted but still not functioning 
correctly. 

10:28 IIMS 
52 points and RY18 home signal and RY24 accepting signal back on line 
and functioning as per design. Signals and points functional but not 
certified. 

11:00 Logs 
Switch 2 is replaced with a tested spare, but it is not turned on to remain 
in cold standby mode. 
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13:04 IIMS 

Revesby function limited, fault yet to be diagnosed.  

� Points can be set by route by unable to be keyed over manually. 
� 52 points able to be blown over manually if required but this is not 

a preferred option. 
� Ry5 home signal still failed. 

13:30 IIMS 

Network operations superintendent south on site at RY5 signal at 
Revesby. 14- run and 316- run operating as shuttle service between 
Cronulla and Sutherland. 65-run operating as shuttle service between 
Waterfall and Sutherland. 

14:30 IIMS Signalling engineer on site at Revesby begins testing RY5 home signal. 

15:00 SPI Logs EHLL operator advised that trips have stopped stepping 

15:05 SPI Logs 
Restarted MCU application. Trips stepping correctly except for BNKL 
where trips are still stepping slowly. 

15:30 IIMS 
Senior signalling engineer to leave to manage fatigue expected return 
2200 hours. Replacement signalling representative nominated. 

16:15 SPI Logs 
LIC for Bankstown, East Hills & Illawarra line are now displaying the trip 
information on the indicators 

16:20 IIMS 
Major disruption mode function for passenger indicators on stations 
rescinded. Normal platform indication display function returned. 

18:23 IIMS 

Shift manager rail management centre requested information regarding 
signals affected and duration of outage if testing to be conducted with 
RY5 home signal at Revesby? Signal electricians advise all signalling up 
and down east hills lines between Padstow and Revesby to be affected 
for 5 minutes if output card was to be replaced. Network operations 
superintendent south flagging RY5 home signal advised that forecast 
hand signallers expected at 1800 hours had not yet arrived. 

18:46 IIMS 
Hand signallers on site at RY5 signal Revesby. Proposed replacement of 
output card for RY5 signal was postponed until 2200 hours when signal 
engineer resumes duty. 

22:09 IIMS 
30-S run arrived at platform two Padstow. Train crew advised by signaller 
that train would be held for signal testing. 

22:18 IIMS RY5 home signal functional but not certified. 30-S run departs Padstow. 

22:49 E-mail 
Full signalling and points function restored to Revesby interlocking after 
shutting down B side microlok. 

13131313 April April April April 2011 2011 2011 2011, Wednesday, Wednesday, Wednesday, Wednesday    

0:06 IIMS 

Rail management centre shift supervisor was advised of plan to power 
up ‘b’ side network switch at 0030 hours. All area controllers Sydenham 
signal box directed to ensure that all passenger trains in controlled 
sections be held at platforms as contingency against possible failure 
during introduction of ‘B’ side network switch. 
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0:29 IIMS 

Rail management centre shift supervisor advised rail commander to hold 
off introduction of ‘B’ side network switch until all trains held at 
platforms. Area controllers contacted freight trains and passenger trains 
in automatic sections 

0:38 IIMS 
Shift supervisor rail management centre authorised introduction of ‘B’ 
side network switch. 

0:40 IIMS ‘B’ side network switch powered up and operational. 

0:41 IIMS 
Wolli creek panel temporarily unable to clear routes within Beverly Hills 
and Wolli Creek areas. 

0:43 IIMS Wolli Creek panel problems resolved 

1:06 IIMS 

Rail commander advised incident management framework manager 
RMC of the tests that needed to be conducted. Testing started with; 

� 0113 hours – NSR. Panel – 0116 hours – ok 
� 0124 hours – East Hills panel – 0129 hours – ok 
� 0129 hours – Sydenham panel – 0131 hours – ok 
� 0137 hours – Meeks rd panel – 0142 hours – ok 
� 0154 hours – Glenfield panel – 0157 hours – ok 
� 0158 hours – Liverpool panel – 0202 hours – ok 
� 0205 hours – Sefton panel – 0207 hours – ok 
� 0215 hours – Hurstville panel – 0218 hours – ok 
� 0305 hours – Sutherland panel – 0308 hours – ok 

01:29 E-mail 
B side Microlok and Modem restarted. The interlocking start to work dual 
sided. 

3:10 IIMS 

All applications on ‘B’ side computers working fine and communicating 
with ‘A’ side computer without any errors. Advanced train running 
information control systems technician now would like to initiate the 
change over from ‘A’ side computer which was operating all panels to 
the ‘B’ side master. 

3:15 IIMS 

Rail commander advised incident management framework manager of 
the intentions of switching all panels within Sydenham complex to the ‘B’ 
side master computer. The ‘B’ switch initiated at: 

� Sefton panel – 0323 hours – ok 
� Meeks rd panel – 0325 hours – ok 
� Sydenham panel – 0329 hours – ok 
� NSR panel – 0331 hours – ok 
� East Hills panel – 0333 hours – ok 
� Liverpool panel – 0334 hours – ok 
� Glenfield panel – 0336 hours – ok 
� Hurstville panel – 0352 hours – ok 
� Sutherland panel – 0418 hours – ok 

3:15 IIMS 

All panels within Sydenham complex were now being supported by the 
‘B’ side computers with the exception of Sydenham panel which was still 
running with the ‘A’ side. Reason for Sydenham panel running with the 
‘A’ side was because when it was switched over to ‘B’ side it was 
cancelling the automatic routing setting on that panel. 
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4:20 E-mail 

It was noticed that when the first trip entered the East Hills workstation, 
train stepping was observed (tracks occupied in order), but the trip 
description did not follow. The trip number (30-A) was in the approach 
queue. Control Systems Delivery swapped mastership for the East Hills 
RCS from the B side to the A side. EHL-RCS-MB was restart and the fault 
was rectified. FR201104130440 was raised for this fault to be 
investigated. 

5:20 IIMS 
No errors showing up and computers health was showing one hundred 
percent. 

5:25 IIMS 

Advanced train running information control systems technician had 
certified all panels within Sydenham complex. Rail commander advised 
incident management framework manager that the advanced train 
running information control systems technician certified it ok. 

5:40 IIMS 
Incident management framework level 2 cancelled by incident 
management framework manager RMC 

5:45 IIMS 

Incident management framework manager r.m.c contacted network 
operations superintendent Sydenham to re-initiate incident management 
framework level 2 again. Due to the technicians advising that they would 
return 12th April 2011 evening to turn off the computers once more. 

14:30 E-mail 
Sydenham RCS problem described in IIMS0030 as entry 03:15 has fixed 
itself during the synchronisation process. 

11116 April6 April6 April6 April 2011 2011 2011 2011, Wednesday, Wednesday, Wednesday, Wednesday    

02:23 E-mail Sydenham Switch sydhm_sw1 replaced 

02:27 E-mail Sydenham Switch sydhm_sw3 replaced 
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INCIDENT ANALYSIS  

During the investigation it has been identified that the Sydenham incident comprised two 
separate but related failures. The first failure was related to an ATRICS failure relating to a 
network switch failure. The second related to a failure involving the Revesby Microlok (signalling 
interlocking). These two failures although related have been analysed separately. 
 

ATRICS Incident 
The primary body of evidence has been collected from the Network Infrastructure System Logs 
(Syslogs). This information has been simplified and is reproduced in Table 1 below. The logs 
indicate that at 7:36:52 one of the network switches at Sydenham (Sydhm_sw1) detected that 
the Gigabit Ethernet interface was not available and reported an error as shown in the entry in 
Table 1 below. This error indicates that the device that would normally be connected to this 
Gigabit Interface was not communicating. 
 

TimeTimeTimeTime    Switch NameSwitch NameSwitch NameSwitch Name    EventEventEventEvent    

7:36:52 AM sydhm_sw1 Line protocol on Interface GigabitEthernet0/1, changed state to down 

7:37:10 AM sydhm_sw1 Line protocol on Interface GigabitEthernet0/1, changed state to up 

7:37:11 AM sydhm_sw4 Interface GigabitEthernet0/2, changed state to up 

7:37:11 AM sydhm_sw4 Line protocol on Interface GigabitEthernet0/2, changed state to up 

7:37:42 AM sydhm_sw1 RTD-1-ADDR_FLAP: GigabitEthernet0/1 relearning 110 addrs per min 

7:37:45 AM sydhm_sw3 RTD-1-ADDR_FLAP: GigabitEthernet0/1 relearning 216 addrs per min 

7:37:46 AM sydhm_sw4 RTD-1-ADDR_FLAP: GigabitEthernet0/1 relearning 255 addrs per min 

7:38:41 AM sydhm_sw1 RTD-1-ADDR_FLAP: GigabitEthernet0/1 relearning 5 addrs per min 

7:42:04 AM sydhm_sw1 Line protocol on Interface GigabitEthernet0/1, changed state to down 

7:42:40 AM sydhm_sw1 Interface GigabitEthernet0/1, changed state to up 

7:42:42 AM sydhm_sw4 Interface GigabitEthernet0/2, changed state to down 

7:42:42 AM sydhm_sw4 Line protocol on Interface GigabitEthernet0/2, changed state to up 

7:43:15 AM sydhm_sw3 RTD-1-ADDR_FLAP: GigabitEthernet0/1 relearning 239 addrs per min 

7:43:21 AM sydhm_sw1 RTD-1-ADDR_FLAP: GigabitEthernet0/1 relearning 85 addrs per min 

7:44:54 AM sydhm_sw1 Line protocol on Interface GigabitEthernet0/1, changed state to down 

7:45:33 AM sydhm_sw1 Interface GigabitEthernet0/1, changed state to up 

7:46:08 AM sydhm_sw3 RTD-1-ADDR_FLAP: GigabitEthernet0/1 relearning 287 addrs per min 

7:46:08 AM sydhm_sw4 RTD-1-ADDR_FLAP: GigabitEthernet0/1 relearning 262 addrs per min 

7:46:11 AM sydhm_sw1 RTD-1-ADDR_FLAP: GigabitEthernet0/1 relearning 158 addrs per min 

7:47:05 AM sydhm_sw3 RTD-1-ADDR_FLAP: GigabitEthernet0/2 relearning 8 addrs per min 

8:04:24 AM sydhm_sw3  Line protocol on Interface FastEthernet0/44, changed state to down 

8:04:26 AM sydhm_sw3 Interface FastEthernet0/44, changed state to up 

8:04:26 AM sydhm_sw3 Interface FastEthernet0/44, changed state to down 

8:04:29 AM sydhm_sw3 Interface FastEthernet0/44, changed state to up 
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8:05:36 AM sydhm_sw3 Interface FastEthernet0/44, changed state to down 

8:05:36 AM sydhm_sw3 Interface FastEthernet0/44, changed state to up 

8:06:40 AM sydhm_sw3 Interface FastEthernet0/41, changed state to down 

8:06:43 AM sydhm_sw3 Interface FastEthernet0/41, changed state to up 

 
Table 1Table 1Table 1Table 1: : : : Simplified Simplified Simplified Simplified eeeexact from xact from xact from xact from nnnnetwork etwork etwork etwork iiiinfrastructure nfrastructure nfrastructure nfrastructure ssssyslogsyslogsyslogsyslogs    

 
The device that is connected to the sydhm_sw1 Gigabit Ethernet Interface 0/1 and sydhm_sw4 
Gigabit Ethernet Interface 0/2 is network switch sydhm_sw2. At 7:37:10 the status of these 
Gigabit Ethernet interfaces were reported as being available. The logs recorded this pattern 
repeating for sw1 and for other switches connected to the network. This pattern indicates that 
there was not a complete failure but that sydhm_sw2 was cycling from a failed to an operational 
state. As a result the other switches were assuming that they were connected to sydhm_sw2, but 
there was no data forwarding. As a consequence the network switches started to “flap”, which is 
defined as “a condition in which a route in a network becomes unavailable and available over 
and over again.” 
 
Under the conditions created by the partial failure of sydhm_sw2, each time flapping occurs, 
switches attempted to activate the “spanning tree protocol”. The spanning tree protocol ensures 
that a path is available to the various points across the network while preventing undesirable 
loops which may result from the multiple active paths between nodes. In effect this is the 
mechanism whereby the system automatically creates paths around failure points of the 
network [recommendation 1recommendation 1recommendation 1recommendation 1]. Within the network configuration at Sydenham this could typically 
take between 4 and 8 seconds although in some cases it could take longer. During this period, 
switches and all other equipment on the network cannot communicate.  
 
At 07:36:55 due to the disruption across the network, applications on all 22 RCS machines and 
controlling workstations started closing connections and displaying “Control lost ….” except for 
Sydenham Workstation as shown in Table 2 below [recommendation 1recommendation 1recommendation 1recommendation 1]. 
 

WorkstationWorkstationWorkstationWorkstation    First Lost ControlFirst Lost ControlFirst Lost ControlFirst Lost Control    

LIV WS A 7:38:03 

CBK WS A 7:38:09 

SFT WS A 7:38:17 

SUT WS B 7:39:12 

HV WS A 7:39:30 

EHL WS B 7:38:49 

WCT WS A 7:40:19 

 
Table Table Table Table 2222: : : : Timeline for workstations losing controlsTimeline for workstations losing controlsTimeline for workstations losing controlsTimeline for workstations losing controls    

 
The logs indicate that the disaster recovery process was initiated at 07:48:03. This involves the 
shutting down of the B side and if not successful the staged re-boot of both A and B sides of all 
signal control servers and workstations.  
 
All B side applications were closed between 07:48:03 and 07:52:45. But due to known problems 
of the site version of the RCS software some application connections experienced some 
difficulties [recommendation 2recommendation 2recommendation 2recommendation 2]. The decision was then made that all RCS applications should be 
restarted according to the disaster recover procedures. All RCS applications on A side were 
closed between 07:59:20 and 08:08:47 and then all RCS applications on A side were restarted 
between 08:01:51 and 08:47:18 as listed in Table 3. LIV and HV RCSs machines took much 
longer than usual. This was also likely to have been due to a network problem, but requires 
further investigation [recommendation 5recommendation 5recommendation 5recommendation 5]. 
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Shutdown TimeShutdown TimeShutdown TimeShutdown Time    Reboot TimeReboot TimeReboot TimeReboot Time    
SysSysSysSystem nametem nametem nametem name    

A B A 

Last Time Last Time Last Time Last Time 
Table LoadTable LoadTable LoadTable Load    

First TrainFirst TrainFirst TrainFirst Train    Down TimeDown TimeDown TimeDown Time    

CBK 8:00:44 7:48:03 8:06:34 09:18:39 8:10:15 0:33:20 

EHL 8:08:47 7:50:28 8:12:34 09:18:39 8:20:56 0:44:01 

GFD 7:59:20 7:52:33 8:03:30 09:18:39 8:22:14 0:45:19 

HV 8:03:24 7:50:42 8:29:36 09:18:39 8:31:49 0:54:54 

LIV 8:00:23 7:52:12 8:47:18 09:18:39 8:50:39 1:13:44 

NSR 8:00:53 7:52:10 8:01:51 09:18:39   

SFT 8:01:10 7:52:00 8:18:30 09:18:39 8:54:51 1:17:56 

SM 8:04:38 7:48:53 8:14:57 09:18:39 8:19:35 0:42:40 

SMCC 8:08:12 7:49:55 8:10:15 09:18:39   

SUT 8:00:37 7:49:52 8:22:35 09:18:39 8:26:36 0:49:41 

WPB 8:01:43 7:49:45 8:09:08 09:18:39 8:37:31 1:00:36 

 
Table Table Table Table 3333: : : : Timeline for RCS machines activitiesTimeline for RCS machines activitiesTimeline for RCS machines activitiesTimeline for RCS machines activities    

 
In order to mitigate potential equipment failure while the system has no back up, the 
sydhm_sw2 was replaced with a tested spare switch that was not powered up and to remain in 
cold standby mode. 
 
During the investigation the following have been noted: 

• According to the site logs and Maintenance Engineer’s reports there was no power 
outage or UPS failures. 

• According to available site logs, there was no evidence that indicates that there was any 
computer resources shortage, including the free memory space and computing power. 

• Weather was mild on the night of April 12th, 2011 and there was no electrical thunder 
storm. No abnormality was reported before the incident by operators, train controllers 
and Maintenance personnel.  

• There was no evidence that there was any regular or incidental maintenance work at the 
vicinity of any computer rooms or control rooms at the Sydenham Signal Box. 

• According to the existing SMT content, similar incidents have not been recorded to date. 

• The site configuration was not documented according to SMP standards due to an 
earlier rollback operation [recommendation 7recommendation 7recommendation 7recommendation 7]. But it was established that the current 
site configuration was not the root cause of the incident.  

    

Analysis of the Faulty Network SwitchAnalysis of the Faulty Network SwitchAnalysis of the Faulty Network SwitchAnalysis of the Faulty Network Switch    
 
The faulty switch was a standard device manufactured in late 2001 and illustrated in figure 1. 
Although the initial Sydenham installation was undertaken in 1999/2000 this particular device 
was installed in late 2003 and had been in use for 8 years, 34 weeks and 5 days. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 1111: : : : Picture of sydhm_sw2 located at the top of other switchPicture of sydhm_sw2 located at the top of other switchPicture of sydhm_sw2 located at the top of other switchPicture of sydhm_sw2 located at the top of other switches after it is removed from the es after it is removed from the es after it is removed from the es after it is removed from the 

site.site.site.site. 
 
 
The equipment’s circuitry was inspected with the following observations being made: 
 

• There was evidence of brown residue under electrolytic capacitors C109 and C124 as 
shown in figure 2. 

• The top cap of the electrolytic capacitors C109 and C124 were not flat. 
 
Another switch, which was identical to the failed switch, was inspected in order to make 
comparisons. There was no evidence on the reference switch’s circuitry of similar capacitor 
issues.  
 
This observation is consistent with a failed (either fully or partially) electrolytic capacitor. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 2222: : : : A view of A view of A view of A view of the suspect the suspect the suspect the suspect electrolytic capacitorselectrolytic capacitorselectrolytic capacitorselectrolytic capacitors....    
    

Microlok Incident 
    
When the East Hills panel was brought back online at 08:21 as a single sided system, the 
Revesby signalling interlocking (Microlok) experienced a problem, resulting in the inability to 
control 52 point at Revesby [recommendation 6recommendation 6recommendation 6recommendation 6]. The problem was detected within 2 minutes of 
the East Hills Panel coming back online, as soon as the signaller tried to clear the affected 
signals or move the points. Since the exact nature of the problem was unknown at this stage, the 
points were locked and clipped at 09:02 by the Signalling Technician.  
 
At 22:49 the “B” side Microlok was switched off which temporarily resolved the problem.  
 
At 01:29 on April 13th, 2011 the “B” side Communication link was restored. Immediately after 
this the “B” side Microlok and modem were both turned back on and the interlocking worked 
normally. 
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Cause of Failure and Contributing Factors 
    

Age of Equipment: 
According to manufacturer’s specification, the Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) is 135000 hours, 
which is more than 15 years. The failed switch sydhm_sw2 was manufactured in late November 
2001 and was in service for more than 8 years. The age of the equipment is not considered a 
factor in this incident. 
  

Relevant Field Notices: 
Most of the network switches and routers used for the ATRICS network are manufactured by the 
same supplier which publishes regular “Field Notices” in their WEB site regarding the problems, 
recalls, patches and other product related issues. Field Notice FN-26174 “Component Issue May 
Cause CRC Error on Multiple Ports for Specific Products” published on September 2nd, 2003, lists 
the switch model used in the Sydenham network. The summary of the bulletin indicates a: 

• Latent fault on some series switches manufactured prior to 12/8/2003.  

• This is a fault on the power supply filter capacitor which causes switch port CRC errors & 
eventual system failure.  

• The manufacturer recommendation is to replace-on-fail.  

The faulty switch sydhm_sw2 is within the serial number range of affected devices. The deposits 
contained below the capacitor indicate a partial or total failure consistent with this bulletin. It 
should be noted that the bulletin advises that the device will generate random switch port CRC 
errors prior to failure. The advice from the manufacturer is to “replace-on-fail” [recommendation recommendation recommendation recommendation 
3333].  
  
Subsequent analysis of the specific logs from sydhm_sw2 identified evidence of data 
communication errors in the preceding two months which is consistent with the developing 
failure mode as described in the  bulletin [recommendation 4recommendation 4recommendation 4recommendation 4]. 

Worksite Protection 
The South Sydney Freight Line (SSFL) Stage 1 commissioning was underway when the incident 
happened. There were 91 blocks within the Sydenham control area. (Blocks are devices and 
process, to prevent rail traffic entering areas of the network, used typically where maintenance 
work is in progress).  

The logs confirmed that system integrity was maintained and information related to all blocks 
was maintained without any disruption. When panels became available, all blocks were 
confirmed to have remained in place. Completeness and correctness of blocks was also checked 
manually before moving trains were moved. The requirement for this essential safety check 
contributed to overall delay before train movements re-started. 
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Maintaining Integrity After the Incident 
During the incident, the disaster recovery process was initiated and the system was restored into 
operation. The disaster recovery process was initiated at 07:48:03 just over ten minutes 
following the initial incident at 07:36:55. 
 
Evidence suggests that the Maintenance Engineer handled the incident well given the size of the 
incident. The existing “disaster recovery process” was activated successfully and used during the 
incident. Since this was a peak hour incident, the full resources of the Homebush office were 
available and did assist in the rectification. All required resources were deployed to site in a very 
short time. Other resources provided support remotely, such as over the phone and via remote 
computer access. 
 
Immediately after the incident, ATRICS and CSD units started to discuss and develop a plan for 
further corrective and preventative actions. All proposed actions have been prioritised in order to 
improve the system reliability and availability. One of the main actions was to replace a further 
two switches as a precautionary measure: one had a serial number within the range identified in 
the manufacturer’s bulletin, and the other had a suspected faulty port. The completed actions to 
date are listed below: 
 

DateDateDateDate    TimeTimeTimeTime    UnitUnitUnitUnit    DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    

April 12th, 2011 10:00 CSD 

Faulty switch sydhm_sw2 is replaced with spare switch 
on a “like-for-like” basis. But it was not turned on to 
minimise possibility of further interruption train running. 
If there was any network problem. It remained in cold 
standby mode until required. 

April 12th, 2011 NA CSD 
Roster for around clock site support until April 14th, 2011 
19:30 was prepared and all required personnel deployed 
to site. 

April 13th, 2011 05:25 CSD 
The new switch sydhm_sw2 commissioned successfully. 
ATRICS was also certified as fully redundant system, 
except the Sydenham RCS. 

April 13th, 2011 14:30 CSD The Sydenham RCS problem was rectified. 

April 15th, 2011 17:00 CSD 
Checked and tested available switches for “like-for-like” 
replacement. 2 fully tested spare switches were available 
for “like-for-like” replacement. 

April 16th, 2011 02:23 CSD 

Switch sydhm_sw1 was identified as a “potential 
problem” according to its manufacturer, it was replaced 
with a spare switch on a “like-for-like” basis. The new 
switch was successfully commissioned. 

April 16th, 2011 02:27 CSD 

Sydhm_sw3 had evidence of a faulty port and since the 
source of the problem was not known, the switch was 
replaced with a spare one on a “like-for-like” basis as a 
precautionary measure. The new switch was successfully 
commissioned. 
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

Findings 
 
The Trigger: 
The weight of evidence suggests that the incident was triggered by the failure of one or two 
electrolytic capacitors within the internal circuitry of network switch sydhm_sw2 which placed 
the whole of the ATRICS LAN into an intermittent failure mode [recommendation 3recommendation 3recommendation 3recommendation 3]. 
    

The Root Causes: 
The root cause of the incident is the failure of the ATRICS LAN network. The failure of 
sydhm_sw2 exposed a single point of failure susceptibility in the network design of the ATRICS 
LAN network causing an intermittent loss of communication simultaneously on the A and B side 
networks [recommendation 1recommendation 1recommendation 1recommendation 1]. The major contributor to the duration of the outage was the 
inability of the ATRICS software to manage the scenario created by the failure of the LAN 
[recommendation 2recommendation 2recommendation 2recommendation 2]. 
 
The root cause for the Revesby failure has been identified as a weakness in the Microlok point 
key logic. Under the configuration that applies at Revesby there is a possibility that under failure 
conditions, point controls issued by ATRICS may not be executed by the interlocking 
[recommendation 6recommendation 6recommendation 6recommendation 6], which in any case will adopt a safe state. 

 

Recommendations 
Recommendation 1Recommendation 1Recommendation 1Recommendation 1: Single Point Of Failure Analysis: 
A comprehensive Fault Mode, Effect and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) should be undertaken of the 
Sydenham site and system configuration including the LAN Network to identify any other single 
point failure conditions which could lead to system outages. This analysis should be applied to 
other control centres to ensure the robustness of all control systems across the network. 
 
The FMECA analysis should consider whether network partitioning into smaller segments has the 
potential to contain such failure events to smaller geographic areas.  
 
It is understood that CSD unit is planning to replace the existing switches with a current version 
in a new configuration. This upgrade should follow the type approval process and should 
demonstrate that the specified availability requirements can be met by the LAN. 
 

Recommendation 2Recommendation 2Recommendation 2Recommendation 2: Resilience of RCS Applications: 
The resilience of the ATRICS RCS applications to automatically recover from network 
disturbances without the need for manual intervention should be addressed as a matter of 
urgency.  
 
It is understood that a new version of software, which addresses the weakness for network 
disturbances, is under development. The vulnerability exposed by the incident is an inherent part 
of the design of the LAN and ATRICS software. This vulnerability remains in the Sydenham 
system and priority should be given to its mitigation or elimination.  
 
New formal tests should be added to the test regime to simulate an intermittent network 
problem within the factory test environment based on credible failure scenarios. 
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Recommendation 3Recommendation 3Recommendation 3Recommendation 3: Asset Management: 
Engineering Standards should be produced to provide clear guidance in the following areas  
 

• Recommended cyclic upgrade period for different types of computer and network 
equipment based on their criticality, usage, conditions etc… 

• Asset management strategy for equipment reaching the end of the manufacturer 
support, 

• Consideration of manufacturer field notices in the context of the criticality of the 
system. Although “replace-on-fail” may be appropriate for an enterprise network, 
processes need to be introduced to consider the risk this approach poses in a high 
criticality application. 

    

Recommendation 4Recommendation 4Recommendation 4Recommendation 4: Checking Site Logs: 
The tools and processes for monitoring the system should be reviewed to ensure that they are 
adequate for the management of a high criticality network. 
 
Daily monitoring of site logs should be introduced to provide an early warning of developing 
issues. All logged events should be investigated and explained. All investigation should be logged 
and monitored to assist in the identification of systemic issues.  
 
Some aspects of this recommendation has been implemented, however consideration should be 
given to the establishment of a centre of excellence within C&CS division to focus on networking 
issues associated with high criticality systems. (Note: for some event types on communication 
links there will be ‘ practicality’ limits to this investigation/analysis)  
 
 

Recommendation 5Recommendation 5Recommendation 5Recommendation 5: Slowness of the Network During the Recovery: 
After the switch sydhm_sw2 was isolated, it was noted that the network access was very slow 
and it extended the downtime un-necessarily. The logs indicate that the loading of security 
profiles or getting name resolution for some machine took several minutes.  
 
The source of the problem is unknown at this stage. It is recommended that a review be 
undertaken to isolate and rectify this issue. 
 

Recommendation 6Recommendation 6Recommendation 6Recommendation 6: Microlok Weakness: 
According to the Signal Design analysis, there was a weakness in the Microlok’s point key logic. 
The source of the problem is a “race” condition when 4 addresses are used, which is the case at 
Revesby. A solution has already been implemented at ECRL and should be implemented at other 
sites. 
 
Until this problem is rectified C&CS ATRICS unit should develop and distribute an Engineering 
notice in order to prevent similar conditions at the relevant sites. 
 

Recommendation 7Recommendation 7Recommendation 7Recommendation 7: Site Configuration Management:    
It was noted that different RCS software builds were installed and commissioned at Sydenham. 
There was no evidence that the site configuration contributed to incident, however the System 
Management Procedures (SMP) should be updated so that there should be a process to release 
the actual site configuration if different from the approved configuration, 
 
The site configuration documents should be updated and approved immediately. 
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APPENDIX A – SOURCES OF EVIDENCE 

o Application logs stored locally for each application in text form on each machine, 
which are copied to a backup computer everyday. 

o Event logs stored at the centralised event logger machines in database format, which 
are copied to a backup computer everyday. 

o HP Openview Logs. 

o IIMS number 30 on April 12th, 2011. 

o Regular meeting with stakeholders. 

o Tests performed on April 14th, 2011 at the Homebush Test Systems. 

o Correspondences with  

� ATRICS business unit, 

� Control System Delivery (CSD) business unit, 

� Signal Control Systems Operations (SCSO) business unit, 

� Communication unit, 

� Sydenham Signal Box personnel. 

� Chief Engineers Division, 

o Written statements & verbal interviews from key persons who: 

� observed & attended the incident on April 12th, 2011 and later, 

� are an expert in their domain, such as networking. 

o Data, Software and SOE configuration for all Control Systems at the Sydenham Signal 
box. 

o ATRICS000859 System Management Process version 4.1 dated May 20th, 2010. 

o Existing FRs and CRs which may be relevant with the incident using SMT. 

 


